
Alto Hotel On Bourke

636 Bourke St
Melbourne, VIC 3000
Australia

Phone: (613) 8608 5500
Fax: (613) 96060766

Hotel in Melbourne, VICAlto Hotel on Bourke is Melbourne's multi-award winning

boutique apartment hotel and is one of the few environmentally friendly rated

hotels in Melbourne's CBD (Central Business District). Offering apartment living with

true hotel-style hospitality with a selection of rooms that will fit your needs

perfectly. Choose from Petite Queen Rooms, Studio Apartments, 1, 2 or 3 bedroom

apartments. Alto Hotel on Bourke successfully brings together classic architecture

of the late 19th century and a contemporary, stylish interior plus a range of inspired

services and facilities, including free wireless internet for all guests making your

stay an enjoyable experience in the centre of Melbourne.When it's time to get down

to business or play, take advantage of our location, which is right in the centre of

the city. It's an easy walk to Crown Casino, the Convention and Exhibition Centre

and Etihad Stadium (formerly Telstra Dome), Docklands and is only metres from the

Airport Bus city terminal, DFO shopping centre and Southern Cross Station. By

staying at Alto Hotel on Bourke you are making a commitment to the environment.

Alto Hotel protects the environment and leads as one of Melbourne's few resource

smart and environmentally friendly rated hotels. For example we have reduced our

carbon footprint to an average of 13.5kg per room, compared to estimate of

24-26kg as set by the Sustainable Tourism Cooperative Research Council .We have

then offset this remaining carbon via the Carbon Reduction Institute. We also offer

free parking for guests arriving with electric or hybrid vehicles and get free

recharging from 100% green energy. This and living up to our motto 'Sit Hospes

Rex', (The Guest be King), has earned the hotel several awards for environmental

and hospitality excellence.
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